
Moutd design: Combined
btow moutd cooting
ln the third of a series of four articles, Dominique Vassaux explains the importance of
mould cooling, its influence on the performance of the lS process and on container quality.

Technotogy . Forming

Standard blow side VertiFlow

equipment introduces cooling air at the
base of the blow mould (via the boltom
plate) and directs it upward to the top

of the blow mould. The superiority of
the BEG standard VerliFlow cooling
is the total freedom on the cooling

holes patterns. Depending on the body

diameter of the container, the number

and the diameter of the cooling holes

must be correctly defined, as well as

the correct d¡stance between the mould

cavity and the cooling holes. Patterns
made of two rows of cooling holes with
a distance of 12mm-.17mm between
the mould cavity and the cooling holes

give the best cooling results.

A typical blow mould temperature

distribution is illustrated. When using

standard VertiFlow cooling, the bottom
pad of the blow mould is much colder
than the body/shoulder part, This can
be a drawback in production, as the
mould extracts more heat from the
glass in the bottom pad and less heat
in the body/shoulder pad, This results

ìn stiff glass in the heel/bottom part

and soft glass in the body/shoulder
pad of the newly formed container.

The use of configured holes (or

isolation grooves) along the length of
the holes helps to make the vertical

temperature more uniform but the

tendency still shows that the bottom
part will be colder than the body/
shoulder area. In addition, it is important

to note that standard VertiFlow cooling
can only be used when the blow mould

is closed, just after the final blow event.

This limitation in total cooling durat¡on

sometimes leads to blow mould cooling
restricLions (mainly in NNPB),

AdditionaI cooting
In order to improve cooling at the

blow side, BEG introduced 'VertiFlow

Assist', which is an 'add on' cooling
system to be used together with the
standard VediFlow cooling.

VertiFlow Assist is available on

bolh AIS and NIS machines. On

the AIS machine, the cooling air is

supplied radially to the blow mould via

the mould holder insert, whereas it ìs

supplied vertically to the second row of
cooling holes on the NIS mach¡ne,

Since standard VertiFlow and

VertiFlow Assist can be timed
independently, not only is it possible

to significantly reduce lhe overall blow
mould temperatures (up to BO"C in

the shoulder area of a TG 4 lqin b,low

mould) but the capability is provided

to influence this 'combined cooling'
system, in order to balance the
temperatures vertically. This feature

VsrlìFlowonly -
Cast lron

Cooling overuiew.

Verl¡Flowonly -
Bronze

VertiFlow& Vert¡Flow
Ass¡st - cast lron
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Blank mold cooling:
ql¿3$ pâri9cn lhe.nrål côoddþoqlg..,

Best machine performance with the right cooling process

makes it possible for the production operator to achieve a

homogenous temperature distribution within 20'C along the
vedical and horizontal axes of the blow mould. This decrease

in temperature amplitude (minimum, maximum) generates less

stress in the mould material, leading to an increase in mould

lÌfetime (up Io 2Oo/o).lt also results in potential speed increases

of up to 5%, depending on the type of container produced.

Temperature controI
Looking into the near future, closed loop systems will enable

the operator to control blow mould temperatures automatically,

not only in amplitude but also in vertical temperature gradient

distribution. lf the temperature measuring system detects too
high temperatures in the shoulder region, only the VediFlow

Assisi duration will increase, lowering the temperatures in the

shoulder of the mould.

ln the same logic, in case the bottom pad will be too cold,

the closed loop system will only reduce the standard VertiFlow

duration, warming up the heel region of the mould. ln addition,

having this lrst closed loop system to ensure homogenous blow
mould temperatures, a second closed loop system between the

BEG FlexRadar system and the thermal parison conditioning
(total blank mould closed duration and/or blank mould cooling

duration) can be used, in order to have direct control on the
vertical glass thickness distribution of the container.

The fourfh rn thrs serles of articles will be published in

the January/February 2020 r,ssue of G/ass Worldwide. O

About the author:
Dominique Vassaux is Product Manager Mold Design,
Cooling and Forming Processes at Bucher Emhart Glass

Further information:
Bucher Emhart Glass SA, Steinhausen, Switzerland
tel: +41 41 749 42OO
email: webmaster@emhartglass.com
web: www.bucheremhadglass.com
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Blow mold cooling:
con!¿inèf sl¡bihly,,.

Mold design ssrvicos:
glmdátoß, calculâtirìs..,
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Blow side cooling.
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Conveyor Tooth Chains
Made in Germany

Some suppliers show CAD lmages, Quality suppl¡ers display master-

pieces of Art. All lnterested customers are welcome to see our

capabllities and this true masterptece of craftsmanship.

Excellent gulding charactelstics, a long service life,

reliable operation: our laser-weìded ìnverted tooth con-

veyor chains are conv¡ncing in any production setting.

0rigìnal link plates

and components,
designed by the

LASER WORKSHOP
Renoìd GmbH, Gronau

Renold GmbH . Zur Dessel 14 ' 31OZB Gronau (Leine), Germany

Phone +49 5182 5B7O . toothchain@renold.com . www.renoldtoothchain.com

HENOLL I rooth chain
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